1. Once a jolly swagman came jolly to camp
   Down came a jum-buck to drink at the bil-la-bong,
   Under the shade of a cooli-bah tree, he sang as he watched and
   Waited 'til his billy boiled.

2. Down came a jum-buck to camp
   By the bil-la-bong,
   Up jumped the swagman and grabbed him with glee,
   He sang as he watched and wait ed 'til his billy boiled.

3. You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   Walt-zing Mathilda, Walt-zing Mathilda
   You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   He sang as he watched and waited 'til his billy boiled.

4. You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   Walt-zing Mathilda, Walt-zing Mathilda
   You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   He sang as he watched and waited 'til his billy boiled, you'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me

5. You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   Walt-zing Mathilda, Walt-zing Mathilda
   You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   He sang as he watched and waited 'til his billy boiled, you'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me

6. You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   Walt-zing Mathilda, Walt-zing Mathilda
   You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   He sang as he watched and waited 'til his billy boiled, you'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me

7. You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   Walt-zing Mathilda, Walt-zing Mathilda
   You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   He sang as he watched and waited 'til his billy boiled, you'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me

8. You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   Walt-zing Mathilda, Walt-zing Mathilda
   You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   He sang as he watched and waited 'til his billy boiled, you'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me

9. You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   Walt-zing Mathilda, Walt-zing Mathilda
   You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
   He sang as he watched and waited 'til his billy boiled, you'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me

10. You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
    Walt-zing Mathilda, Walt-zing Mathilda
    You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
    He sang as he watched and waited 'til his billy boiled, you'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me

11. You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
    Walt-zing Mathilda, Walt-zing Mathilda
    You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
    He sang as he watched and waited 'til his billy boiled, you'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me

12. You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
    Walt-zing Mathilda, Walt-zing Mathilda
    You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
    He sang as he watched and waited 'til his billy boiled, you'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me

13. You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
    Walt-zing Mathilda, Walt-zing Mathilda
    You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
    He sang as he watched and waited 'til his billy boiled, you'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me

14. You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
    Walt-zing Mathilda, Walt-zing Mathilda
    You'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me
    He sang as he watched and waited 'til his billy boiled, you'll come a Walt-zing Mathilda, with me